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Weight Training For Dummies (Health & Fitness)For Dummies, 2006
When the first edition of Weight Training For Dummies was published, lifting weights was on the verge of becoming a mainstream phenomenon. Women, Baby Boomers, seniors — all these groups were starting to get the message: Hoisting hunks of iron benefits everyone, not just bodybuilders with shoulders wider than the wingspan of a DC-10.
...
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The Universe Before the Big Bang: Cosmology and String Theory (Astronomers' Universe)Springer, 2008

	Terms such as "expanding Universe", "big bang", and "initial singularity", are nowadays part of our common language. The idea that the Universe we observe today originated from an enormous explosion (big bang) is now well known and widely accepted, at all levels, in modern popular culture. But what happens to the...
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Photographing Children and Babies: How to Take Great PicturesAllworth Press, 2005

	This family-friendly guide shows parents how to dramatically improve their baby photos and create beautiful, memorable albums without extensive experience, technical knowledge, or equipment. Featuring more than 150 striking examples of successful pictures, the book provides the skills and technique to create excellent portraits, action shots,...
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Cool Careers For Dummies (Business & Personal Finance)For Dummies, 2007
Features more than 500 profiles of cool careers    

    The fun and easy way® to find the career and job that's right for you!    

    Want to love your work? Need a new job but are stuck? No worries! This friendly guide shows you great careers you may not have thought of and helps you land a...
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Invest Like an Institution: Professional Strategies for Funding a Successful RetirementApress, 2013

	All too often, when investors go in search of investment advice, they are met with television personalities and so-called investment “gurus” who do little more than push the latest and greatest scheme to retire rich. Your retirement funds—in the form of IRAs, 401(k)s, SEP or Simple IRAs, and other plans you can direct to...
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There's No Manual: Honest and Gory Wisdom About Having a BabyAvery, 2020

	The info-packed, truth-telling guide expectant and new mothers have been screaming into their pillows for.

	

	So you're making a person...and no one will stop telling you what to do about it. Your friends, your neighbors, your Uber driver--everyone is giving you unsolicited advice, to which Beth and Jackie...
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My Journey to the Magnetic North PoleNational Book Trust, 2004
I was born in the city of Ahmedabad. I have two elder brothers, and two sisters, one ofwhom is younger than me. My elder sister chose my name, "Preety". It means "attachment" or "affection".

I like to believe that I gotmy idealism from my father,and a sense of aes thetics from my mother. Unfortunately, I...
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TiVo For DummiesFor Dummies, 2004
Pause live TV, replay missed moments, and skip commercials
Let TiVo choose the shows you want to see, then watch them when you want     

Who loves ya, baby? Your TiVo knows if you’re addicted to old detective series, or if you’re secretly in love with Buffy, and this book helps you begin a beautiful relationship. Teach TiVo...
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Never Too Old to Get Rich: The Entrepreneur's Guide to Starting a Business Mid-LifeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2019

	
		Start a successful business mid-life

	
		When you think of someone launching a start-up, the image of a twenty-something techie probably springs to mind. However, Gen Xers and Baby Boomers are just as likely to start businesses and reinvent themselves later in life. Never Too Old to Get Rich is an exciting...
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Smart Antennas (Electrical Engineering & Applied Signal Processing Series)CRC Press, 2004
Smart antennas involve processing of signals induced on an array of sensors such as
antennas, microphones, and hydrophones. They have applications in the areas of radar,
sonar, medical imaging, and communications.

Smart antennas have the property of spatial filtering, which makes it possible to receive
energy from a...
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Becoming a Tiger: How Baby Animals Learn to Live in the WildHarper Perennial, 2004

	It's a jungle out there. And survival is never a given. Somehow, a blind, defenseless tiger kitten must evolve into a deadly, efficient predator; a chimp must learn to distinguish edible plants from lethal poisons; a baby buffalo must be able to pick its mother out of a herd of hundreds. Contrary to common belief, not everything is...
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When You're Expecting Twins, Triplets, or Quads, Revised Edition: Proven Guidelines for a Healthy Multiple PregnancyHarper Perennial, 2004

	A Clinically Proven Program for Women Pregnant with Multiples


	Completely Updated, with 50 Recipes for Optimal Birth Weight


	You're expecting more than one baby? Congratulations! In When You're Expecting Twins, Triplets, or Quads, Dr. Barbara Luke's practical, nutrition-based program has been proven to...
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